Introduction
Most people are born with the natural ability to see and distinguish the colours of objects and things in everyday life, but to explain in words what colour is, is a more complicated matter. Scientists have generally accepted that, physically, colour is the visual aspect of electromagnetic radiant energy having a spectral composition ranging in wavelength from about 380 to about 720 nanometres. From the psychological point of view, it is a sensation produced on the eye and in the brain by rays of light when resolved by selective reflection. The problems raised by the study of colour use are thus interdisciplinary. 2 An investigation of colour may begin by looking at the linguistic expression of colour sensation, or more precisely, the colour terminology employed in different languages. However, the difficulty in studying colour in this way may lie in language itself. We know from the study of language that the colour sensation is independent of its linguistic expression, and that the naming of colour is often arbitrary. As Ludwig Wittgentstein wrote:
When we're asked, 'What do the words "red", "blue", "black", "white", mean?' we can of course immediately point to things which have these colours, -but our ability to explain the meaning of these words goes no further! For the rest, we have either no idea at all of their use, or a very rough and to some extent false one.3
Wittgenstein's philosophical concern was the connection between language, or thought, and reality. He tried to use the study of colour to explain mind, that is, to arrive at the process through which language is able to function. To him, the problem seemed to be partially resolved by the 'language-games' rule which states that an underlying concept must be shared by both a speaker and a hearer on the communicative level. 4 Based on Wittgentein's 'language-games and N. Chomsky's 'deep-structure' theories, many scholars are now trying to reconstruct the underlying model used for colour naming in a particular language. Colour perception is not determined by colour terms; a colour term is a name given to a categorythe archaeological remains of the Late Shang capital are located on both north and south banks of the River Huan and include more than twenty sites. Although the functions of some of these sites are not clear, identified sites include the royal palace, royal tombs, temples, sacrificial ground, workshops, residential areas and cemeteries." From these sites, especially Xiaotun, a large number of cracked and inscribed animal bones have been unearthed, most of which are identified as divinatory records from the reigns of King Wu Ding to King Di Xin.12 These inscriptions cover a broad range of subjects: agriculture, military affairs, building work, hunting, weather and occasionally domestic matters. Because these subjects are mostly mentioned in a ritual divinatory context, Western scholars conventionally call them 'oraclebone inscriptions'. Chinese scholars generally call them jiaguwen FP*'?C or 'writings on shells and bones'.
For the classification and periodization of OBI, several factors have to be taken into account: (1) the Shang genealogy, (2) ritual titles of the ancestors, (3) diviners, (4) pit locations in which the inscribed bones were found, (5) foreign statelets, (6) known persons, such as officials, (7) periodization has been proposed, dividing the inscriptions into two main diviner schools and numerous subgroups. The key to understanding OBI and the Shang divination system lies in the relationship and development of the inscriptions of the various groups. The present study has adopted the new method and the examples cited from OBI are usually referred to by their diviner group rather than by the Five Periods.13 There are some difficulties in interpreting OBI. Although the pictorial element in the inscriptions on shells and bones is unmistakable, the Shang script is a writing system already in its maturity and the direct ancestor of modem Chinese writing. Traditionally, the Chinese writing system is explained according to the liushu 'N or 'Six Principles of Writing': the xiangxing *iV ('imitating-forms'), zhishi SIM ('pointing-things') and huiyi *.
('joiningmeanings') are basically word-writing, derived from depicting or indicating things. The forms of characters correspond to the drawing of objects and, more importantly, the meanings of characters are suggested by their graphic forms. The jiajie F1S is based on a rebus principle: an existing character is borrowed to represent another word purely because they may share the same or a similar sound. It is difficult to explain the zhuanzhu NO principle, but essentially it meant extending a word-family along both semantic and phonetic tracks, whereby new words could share a relationship with old ones.
At a very early stage, the Chinese script began to develop in a specific direction: frequent use came to be made of the principle of xingsheng Jf./ (also known as xiangsheng *. or xiesheng 10 ), whereby a character usually comprises two elements, one indicating the meaning and the other the sound. The xingsheng characters retain the element of word-writing and combine it with rebus writing. This occurs in four ways: (a) by adding phonetic signs to ideographs; (b) by changing a part of the original ideograph into a phonetic element; (c) by adding semantic elements or radicals to those which were used as phonetic borrowing; and (d) by creating a new semantic-phonetic compound from an old one by replacing its elements.'4 The xingsheng principle gradually became dominant, and the majority of Chinese characters are formed in this way.
In the Chinese writing system, symbols and signs representing a semantic classifier or phonetic indicator may have become stylized and reduced to a certain degree, but not enough to qualify as an alphabet. The reasons for this must be complex. The racial and geographical diversity of Chinese society may have hindered any further codification of the language based purely on a phonetic system; and, linguistically speaking, the monosyllabic feature of Chinese made it much easier to use a 'meaning-plus-sound' writing system. The inscriptions on Shang oracle bones have all the basic features mentioned above.'5 However, as an early form, they may also have some distinguishing features not found in the modem writing system. By comparison to the modem Chinese script, the relationship between meaning and graphic structure of Shang inscriptions presents some even more complex problems. ' Furthermore, by looking at a large number of phonetic-compound characters in the Shang inscriptions, which themselves often derived from pictographs with phonetics, further clues can be found to explicate the interaction among forms, sounds and meanings in the writing system. For instance, the character deng R is usually written in OBI as consisting of the elements for food vessel and hands, meaning 'to offer'; but, when the offering is not food but wine, the element for food vessel is then replaced by an element of a wine vessel; in this case these graphs could originally be read as two words.17
In most cases, bone characters are read as single syllables; this is because the characters are monosyllabic in modern Chinese. However, this assumption cannot always be successfully applied to Shang inscriptions. The most particular problem is that in Shang inscriptions there exists a special type of character, which Chinese scholars call hewen I, or 'joined characters'. Most hewen are special names, numbers, months, dates and common phrases for ritual offerings; they usually consist of two or more characters joined as though they were a single character, yet which are also characters in their own right. This same principle of hewen is found, for example, in the word for 'multicoloured ox', where it consists of the element of wu J and element of niu t4, written as * or 9. It is a later xingsheng character, but originally it would have been read as a polysyllabic word.
Empirical research on colour terminology from different parts of world shows that colour categorization is indeed an evolutionary process. The research project on colour terminology conducted by Brent Berlin and Paul Kay in Berkeley in 1967 is probably the most comprehensive study in this field so far.'8 They worked on as many as 98 languages or dialects, including Chinese, and drew some interesting conclusions on the general development of colour terms.
Berlin and Kay argued that (a) there exist universally 11 basic perceptual colour categories for humans; (b) in the history of a given language, the encoding of perceptual categories into basic colour terms follows a fixed partial order; and (c) the overall temporal order is properly considered an evolutionary one; colour lexicons with fewer terms tend to occur in association with 16 An examination of the colour terms in OBI against this universal theory shows that although many basic Shang colour terms are still used in later times, the modem perception of the colour defined by the colour terms is not entirely the same as it was for the Shang people. Therefore, a hypothetical reconstruction of the Shang colour categorization is necessary.
Colour symbolism played an important role in Chinese intellectual development. If we look at the context in which Shang colour terms were used, then it is clear that colour was part of the Shang ritual system. Shang diviners made specific divinatory charges asking which colour should be chosen for sacrifices to certain ancestors and spirits; with very few exceptions, the use of colour always relates to the specific context and purpose. For instance, white, red and multi-coloured animals were frequently sacrificed in the ancestral cult: black sheep were used in the rain-making ritual; yellow animals were particularly addressed to the spirits of the directions, or earthly gods. The presence of colour in various Shang rituals reveals that colour was not an accidental phenomenon, but acted as an important symbol.
Shang colour symbolism also influenced the later systems such as the Wuxingshuo 3E1f or 'Fives Phases' cosmological theory, in which the development of colour categorization and symbolism can be traced. However, as this study is primarily concerned with the colour terms found in OBI, the question of colour symbolism will not be covered in the following discussion.20
The decipherment of the colour terms in OBI
Chi 5
There are a number of words referring to the colour red in Chinese, yet chi is probably the character most commonly found in classical Chinese literature.2' The character is written in OBI as: (k As the writing system developed, the two elements were later stylized as da );
'big' and huo A 'fire', both standing as independent characters.
It was not a difficult task for Luo Zhenyu to decipher this character,24 for the graphic form of the character chi in ancient inscriptions is almost identical to the xiaozhuan *J,% or 'Small Seal Script' form that is found in the Shuowen jiezi MCMT-, the etymological dictionary compiled by Xu Shen qif (c. A.D. 58-148) in the second century. It explains: 'chi, the colour of the south; derived from the elements "big" and "fire".'25 Following the popular trend of the Wuxing -Eft or Five Phases Theory at that time, Xu Shen defined the meaning of the character as 'the colour of the south' by relating it to a cardinal direction; and identified the character chi as a huiyizi, that is, a character in which the combination of the graphic elements alludes to its semantic meaning.
Xu Shen's definition may, however, mislead us into overlooking any possibility of the existence of a phonetic relationship in its development. Several later variations of the character provide us with clues to its etymological association with other characters.
According to the traditional rhyme classification, the character chi has the chang 9 initial, duo W final, and so it is probably reconstructed as <*khjiak in Old Chinese.26 In several other xingsheng characters, the chi element is employed as the phonetic sign; for example: he & <*hrak ('fire-red', 'angry'); she ME <*skhjiak ('let off', 'pardon'). These two characters containing the same element show a similar initial and final; the he is also semantically related to the chi. Two other characters may also bear witness to this phonetic relationship: xia Wi <*grag; and zhe h <*tjag. They both mean 'red colour', and the chielement is here employed as the semantic sign.27 However, phonologically, each of these two characters has a dental or velar initial and their finals are very close to the character chi. and scholars' renderings vary.35 Judging by its graphic form, the character' before the chi may possibly refer to a hunting method such as using nets to capture animals; in which case, it is possible that the character chi refers to you you which is likely to be the name of an animal. Another inscription is from the Li-group, in which the function of the character chi is clearer; it stands for a personal name rather than a colour: (they) are not white nor red'; here the character xing is an adjective used attributively of the colour of metals.52
The bone character xing, however, later became a phonetic sign in semantic-phonetic compounds. There is no record of this form as an independent character in the Shuowen, but it is found as an element in combinations making up several other characters: (a) J4; (b) J0. These two characters are apparently typical xiesheng characters, and in both the xing-element is the phonetic sign.
However, this element probably acts as both the semantic and the phonetic sign; the meaning of (a) is 'a kind of red hard soil'; 53 , where the character xing is written as it. It is noticeable here that the P -element has replaced the * -element as the phonetic sign. In this context, it is not entirely impossible that the phrase might be understood as an adjective describing the colour of the horns. Generally speaking, when the characters are semantic-phonetic compounds, their radicals refer to the semantic classification. Thus, when xing is used to describe attributively a kind of reddish soil, the character should have the earth radical; with the horse element it should refer to a red horse; with the ox element it should refer to a red ox. But, in practice, there is not such a strict discrimination; throughout the early texts, the phonetic-compounds bearing the xing-element appear to be interchangeable. It is used as a noun or an adjective referring to any red animal, no matter what species. This demonstrates that in the early stage there was flexibility in the application of characters and shows that the rebus principle was most important.
Bai
In OBI, the character bai is written as: 0 6 4.57 The identification of the character bai in Shang inscriptions is comparatively easy as the character has been constantly used as a colour term and there is less modification in its graphic development. All the same, its classification, be it as pictograph, ideograph or phonetic loanword, has caused much difficulty and controversy.
If we look at the explanation given in the Shuowen: 'White is the colour of the West; all affairs and things that relate to Yin are white. (This character) is derived from the element of "enter" which is joined with "two"; two is a Yin number.'58 We find Xu Shen's explanation for this character a little troubling, for it is based on the guwen form and provides a philosophical interpretation of the Ying-Yang theory. There is no good reason to believe that the original meaning of the Shang character is intended to carry a message for the YinYang philosophers of a later period. The early graphic forms of the character in Shang and Zhou inscriptions, in fact, contradict such a description.
Several scholars argue further that bai is primarily a word for bo i$ 'soul', which is the 'spirit of Yin' and means 'emptiness', and that from it derived the meaning of the colour white.59 This view is also largely based on speculation, mingled with Yin-Yang ideas which makes it even less convincing than Xu Shen's.
Another theory is that the character bai was simply a pictograph of the sun. Wieger, for example, in his popular book, Chinese characters, described it as follows: 'The sun that just appears. This meaning is represented by a small point (primitive) on the top of the sun. The dawn, when the eastern sky becomes white.'60 He argued that the character derives the meaning of 'bright' and 'white' from the image of the sun. The observation on which the theory is based, however, is flawed for no early examples exist to support such guesswork. In Shang and Zhou inscriptions 'sun' (ri QI) and 'white (bai E1) are two different characters. With his first-hand epigraphical knowledge of early inscriptions, Guo Moruo offered another possible explanation of the graph. He argued that the form of the character depicts a thumb, in Chinese called mu 4; and that the original meaning of the word is the 'big brother' in the family, or the 'head' of the communities. In later literature when this character is used as a noun meaning 'brother' or 'head', a graphic distinction is made by adding a radical to the character, making it a phonetic compound bo Mi. Although they have different pronunciations in modern-day Mandarin, it is the same reconstruction <*brak in Old Chinese. Guo believed that when it was used as a colour term this was a loan character based on the phonetic rebus principle;61 however, bai belongs to the bing # initial and the duo 0 final; mu is the ming M intial and the zhi t final; and according to Li Fangkuei's reconstruction, they are not very close: bai <*brak, mu <*mag(x) in Old Chinese. Recently, Zhao Cheng ~-Pi has argued that the character bai is an 'abstract' pictograph and that when used as the colour term it is purely a phonetic symbol, which he called a 'yin benzi '14 ' or 'original phonetic character'.62 In Shang inscriptions, bai <*brak indeed acts as a phonetic element in several phonetic-compounds, including bo M <*brak, where bai was clearly employed as a phonetic element in a compound.63 The number bai F <*prak 'one hundred' also shares the same sound and form with bai; but whenever it is used as a number, a small distinction is consciously made in its graphic form, which is written as 9, I or . In these inscriptions the character bai can be understood in three ways: as a number ('one hundred'); as men from the Bai-tribe,70 or men distinguished by their light skin colour, as Yao Xiaosui '%*t has argued.7' However, as mentioned earlier, the Shang scribes usually tried to make some distinction when characters were used for different functions. In the above examples the character bai is written in the way which is usually regarded as being the colour term. In this case, the 'white man' might be of a different race from the Shang, or just a man who had a lighter skin than the Shang. In order to decide whether the word refers to a multi-colour or to black, it must be examined in three steps: first, the etymological relationship must be investigated by exploring its form, sound and meaning; secondly, we should examine its relationship with other related words in early texts; and thirdly, by examining the usage and context of the word in OBI, the possible readings should be tested.
In the Shuowen the character wu 4, as a phonetic compound, is defined as a general term for 'things': 'wu means ten thousand things; and an ox is a big thing. The number of Heaven and Earth starts with the Altair (qianniu 'lead an ox'); thus, it derives from the ox, and the wu 0 -element is the phonetic.'75 Xu Shen's explanation here was based on later literature, certainly not on the original meaning of the character. In later transmitted texts, the meaning and function of the character wu is rather complex. When used as a noun, apart from the general meaning of wan-wu X* or 'ten thousand things', it also refers to 'objects', 'matters', 'plants', 'animals', 'marks', 'spirits', 'patterns', 'types', and so on.76 The particular usage of wu, as 'objects' and 'things', probably did not start before the late Zhou period.77
Xu Zhongshu, a student of Wang Guowei, observed that the graphic form of wu 0 (0) was originally a pictograph of a plough breaking up earth, and so its primary meaning might refer to the colour of soil.78 By contrast, Qiu Xigui argued that the graphic form is not a plough but a knife, with the dots representing the object it cuts apart; and that the form therefore suggests the primary meaning 'to separate', 'to select'.79
It is very difficult to give an absolute textual reconstruction of the lexicographical development of certain words such as wu, because the dating of many of the literary texts involved is still questionable. In some other transmitted pre-Han texts such as the Zhouli and Guoyu, the archaic meaning of The bone character wu retained its graphic form in early Zhou bronze inscriptions and was mostly used as a negative. Many scholars, including Guo Moruo, disregarded the possibility that the bone graph could be read as the later negative wu MJ.94 But, as Qiu Xigui pointed out, wu is actually used as a negative in Shang inscriptions, which suggests that the relationship between these two characters is probabaly one of phonetic similarity.95
The 19 There is an earlier Wuming-group inscription, Heji: 30718, in which the character zhi was used as an adjective, but the inscription is too fragmentary to be certain. Also, in the Huang-group, zhi is still used in a way referring to the ritual sacrifice; for example, Heji: 38115, but an epigraphic distinction has been made to it, written as .
A very rare inscription of the Huang-group, which is inscribed on a carved bone, also includes the term zhi in a manner which supports the suggestion that it is likely to be a colour term: Although there are reasons to believe that the bone character zhi is used as a colour term, probably denoting a yellowish-or reddish-brown, different interpretations cannot be completely ruled out.
Many scholars have believed that zhi niu in Shang inscriptions is probably the same as te niu *t found in later texts. In many Zhou texts, as was mentioned earlier, the character zhi M is interchangeable with zhi ill; and the latter is itself interchangeable with the character te W.121 The relationship among them is based on the principle of phonetic-borrowing: zhi <*tjak and te <*dak both belong to the ding % initial, and the zhi 4I final, differing only in the medial; their reconstructions are therefore very close.
There is, however, a real confusion about the semantic meaning of the character te in later textual criticism. A brief search through some preHan texts, such as the Zhouli, Liji, Zuozhuan and Guoyu, reveals that the character te is often used as an adjective attributed to a kind of ritual animal, such as te sheng Wt; or in combination with various animals: te yang WT, te tun *R and te niu *t.
But, the interpretations of te in these texts may vary from scholar to scholar. For instance, in the Zhouli, we read: 'fan ma te ju si zhi yi YXI ;WgtZ-'; Zheng Xuan said in his commentary that it 'means that there are three female ones and one male'; he obviously read the te here as 'male (animal)'.'22 In the Shuowen, it is said 'pu-te *W means a male-ox'; 123 If the element representing twisted threads is written in half, as t , then it becomes another character, xuan A. There is probably an etymological relationship between these two characters, because they relate to each other in various ways.
Semantically, the two characters are indeed related. In the Shuowen, xuan is defined almost as a synonym of you: 'it means hidden and remote; black mixed with red is called xuan. It represents something hidden which is then covered up by the ru k ("to enter") element.'"54 Thus, as you means 'hidden', xuan also means 'hidden and remote'; and here xuan is defined as a colour word. In modem Chinese, both you and xuan mean black; but, in the strict archaic lexical sense, xuan refers to the 'dark-red' colour.
In OBI, apart from its role as a component of you, the twisted threads element is also an independent character zi 3M. Although their pronunciations seem distinct in Mandarin Chinese, these two characters you and zi probably shared an early phonological relationship. In Old Chinese, you belongs to the ying V intitial and the you I final; and zi to the jing M intitial and the zhi t final. Their phonological categories are closely related, and their reconstructed sounds are: you lt <*?jiagw, zi 9 <*tsjag. The character zi is often used as a demonstrative or pronoun in both Shang inscriptions and later transmitted texts, meaning 'this'; we often read phrases such as zi yong fflE ('this is used') in OBI.'55 In some texts, it may also be understood as a colour term meaning 'black' or 'dark'.156
Several other characters probably also originated from this root word, such as you <*jidgw, meaning 'young', which employed the twist-element as the phonetic sign;'57 ji * <*kjdg 'small'; and si U <*hrjdg, the original pictograph of silk threads, and you 1M referring to 'dark' or 'dark-green' colour.
These examples suggest that the characters with the t -element are usually related to each other in some way, both phonetically and semantically. These characters are often interchangeable; that is, they are cognates, but sometimes they are just loan characters. They probably derive from a common root.'58
In OBI, the character is indeed used as the colour term attributively of ritual animals; for example: yisi/divine/hu-beg/harvest/to/Nao/three/xuan/ox 'On yisi (day 42), divining: In performing the prayer for a good harvest to Nao, three xuan (dark-red) oxen are offered.'
In this inscription the character xuan is written with only one twisted thread and without the fire-element. Judging by the context, it is likely to be a simplified form of you UiN.
Therefore, although in modem Chinese lexicography both the characters you and xuan are defined without distinction as 'dark'/'black', the colour term you is more likely to be a 'reddish' colour than a 'black' colour in the Shang perception. In Shang ritual, animals of the you-dark-red colour are used differently from hei-black animals, and are closer to the reddish animals such as xin niu or red-yellow oxen.
Some later references may help us to understand the problem better. In Zhou bronze inscriptions, both you and xuan are constantly used as attributive adjectives, that is, colour terms: xuan is mostly used to describe metals or ores such as xuan-liu g,159 xuan-guang ;160 and textiles and clothing such as xuan-yi 27 and xuan-gun 1 ;161 whilst you appears frequently and and you both have the fire-element; 68 and the character for black is etymologically associated with 'drought' and 'difficulty'. The reason why these words are associated somehow relates to a psychological interaction between natural phenomena and the human perception of colour. The basic law behind such association may be founded on analogical thinking; for example, red reminds us of the connotations of fire and blood, green calls up thoughts of trees and nature. Secondly, the characters representing colour terms usually have more than one function; apart from being adjectives, they are also verbs, grammatical particles, or personal or place names. When used as a colour term, the word functions as an adjective modifying an object, usually an animal, forming an attributive phrase.'69 That the Shang colour terms are associated with ritual animals is significant. Linguistic profusion is, as Evans-Pritchard argues, related to the direction and strength of a people's interests. In studying the Nuer cattle vocabulary, he found that the nomenclature of oxen mainly referred to their colour and the shape of their horns; for example, the Nuer had ten principle colour terms: 'white' (bor), 'black' (car), 'brown' (lual), 'chestnut' (dol), 'tawny' (yan), 'mouse-grey' (lou), 'bay' (thiang), 'sandy-grey' (lith), 'blue and strawberry roan' (yil), and 'chocolate' (gwir). When a cow was of a single colour it was described by one of these terms, but there were, however, many combinations.170 In his study of the Mursi colour terms, David Turton also finds that there are no colour terms in Mursi other than cattle-colour terms and the configurations of cattle colours serve as a model for colour naming."' The Shang people may also have used ritual animals as their model for colour naming.
Furthermore, the identification of colour terms and their graphic forms cannot take us very far if we do not understand the colour categorization they stand for. As we have learned from linguistic and anthropological studies, even when a word is used as a colour term throughout its lexical history, it does not necessarily exhibit a fixed reference to the colour spectrum; and we should remember that its semantic boundary can shift from time to time. It is useful then to reconstruct the colour categories underlying the colour terms found in OBI which could lead to a better understanding of Chinese colour terminology.172
According to Berlin's and Kay's theory, mentioned above in the introduction, at the first stage of colour categorization we should have 'light-warm' categorization, bai-'white' probably covers most of the light tints while wu seems to include all 'coloured' objects. An alternative interpretation is that bai means 'no-colour', and that wu refers to various dark-cool colours. A similar case can be found in ancient Egyptian colour terminology, where apart from the four basic colour terms: black (km), white (hd), red (dsr) and green (wdd), there is another term sdb meaning 'variegated' or 'multi-coloured', which is used only for animal skins and hair. The same situation is also seen in Sumerian and Akkadian.175 Therefore, although Berlin, Kay and McDaniel argued that the discrimination of 'white' (warm) and 'black' (cool) must be 'Stage I' of the universal colour categorization, it is not entirely impossible that the first colour distinction may also be between the two categories, 'coloured' and 'non coloured'.
By using colour chips, many investigators have found considerable differences between the way one group of people classifies the colour spectrum by comparison to others. The evidence from OBI suggests that there are three or four colour terms standing for the 'red/warm' category: chi-'red', xing-'red-yellow' ('orange'), you-'dark-red'; and probably zhi-'brown' (which is a dark-yellow or dark-red-yellow colour) might also be related to this category. Red is the most silent of colour experiences to the human eye, and covers a greater variety of wavelength combinations than other colours. However, there is some lexical distinction between the words chi, xing and you in Shang inscriptions: they all refer to animals of reddish colour, but chi is only used attributively to modify the colour of horses, whilst xing, zhi and you refer to oxen. Linguistically speaking, they can hardly be treated as synonyms. In fact, the difference between these colour terms is more likely to lie in the saturation of the hue.
Huang-'yellow' also presents some difficulty for our categorization. In the Shuowen, Xu Shen says that huang 'is the colour of earth'; 177 and in Shang rituals, we see that animals of yellow colour were sacrificed to the directions or the earthly spirits. Sometimes, huang-'yellow' was used in contrast to you-'dark-red'. In the Shang colour categorization, 'yellow' seems to be a neutral colour, which may be understood as a 'warm', or a 'cool' colour, largely depending on the luminosity and the sensory processes, rather than the hues. In reading the colour chart, we have to bear in mind that our translation of the colour terms in Shang inscriptions has to be tentative because there are uncertainties as to whether modern perceptions of colour which are represented by these colour terms are or are not similar to those of the Shang people.178 It is clear that understanding colour categorization is a multidimensional process: the effect of colour, its hues, brightness and saturation all play their part. A colour term sometimes has less to do with the real object's colour than its lightness or saturation, and these three attributes are often mixed or overlap.'79 A final observation should be made on the late stage of development in colour categorization with special reference to the linguistic representation of 'green/ blue'. In late periods, apart from white, red, yellow and black, there is the fifth basic colour term qing W <*tsing, representing the 'green/blue' category.
The form of the character qing is found in Shang inscriptions, written A, but it is never used as a colour term.'80 The character qing graphically, as well as phonetically, relates to sheng t <*sring 'to grow'. Textual evidence of the use of qing as a colour term probably does not appear until the Zhou period. On the Qiang pan, cited earlier, we read: 'qing you gao zu 2lliMM ', where qing, used together with you, is probably understood as the extended meaning of the colour term 'dark-green', referring to the sky or heaven where the ancestors lived.'•' 177 Shuowen, 291. 178 In his study of the semantic system of Shang language, Zhao Cheng noted that the colour terms may cover domains much broader than their modem lexicography; he thinks that in OBI hei-'black' covers darkish grey, bai-'white' covers light grey and yellow, huang-'yellow' covers brown and chi-'red' covers bright yellow or orange. See Zhao Cheng, 'Jiaguwen ciyi xitong tansuo 
